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“Maurizio  Baglini  imposes  himself  with  a  great  piano aplomb.  The extended dynamic
timbres acquire the atmosphere of a great orchestra."
Jack Buckley, Musicweb-international.com, November 2016

"His Mussorgsky complete works became a reference among modern piano recordings.
[...]  an  energetic,  tense  and  vibrant  reading[...]  an  original  performance,  sometimes
shamelessly virtuosic, aimed at portraying without embarrassment the brilliant, modern
and even  barbaric  features  of  the  writing.  The Fazioli  grand piano used by Baglini  is
echoed with a spectacular timbre accent, a present, detailed and incisive representation
in which the dynamic traits of the reading appear in full evidence."
Marco Cicogna, Audio Review, March 2016

“A complete works off the beaten path […]. A special record.”
Stéphane Friédérich, Classica, April 2015

 
"With the sharpness and curiosity of vision and with the ductility of his pianism, Baglini
entered this  almost  forgotten area,  capturing  the  singularity  of  the  different  features,
above all highlighting that sign of originality, in harmony, timbre, rhythm, which transpires
from the tracing of models that in this way find a different expressive need. In this spirit of
research of authenticity, always problematic in the recreation of the work of Mussorgsky,
as shown by the long, never concluded event of the Boris, Baglini reads the Pictures with
a freshness that distances them from the risk of the 'picturesque' and the emphatic."
Gian Paolo Minardi, Classic Voice, March 2015 

"The sound of the piano is constantly beautiful, emotion and lyricism are always present.
[...] He is elegant where the others are energetic, soft where others are harsh, light where
others are heavy.  There are many pauses and notes never heard before. No one else
plays it like that!"
Donald Vroon, American Record Guide, March 2015

"The interpretation is one of those that leaves the listener speechless [...] It is evident the
intention to project violently the Pictures in modernity."
Luca Segalla, Musica, March 2015 (grade ☆☆☆☆☆)



“Music of great charm and firm instrumental writing, which Baglini manages to perfectly
render in all its infinite dynamic and expressive nuances. Highly recommended.”
Carlo Boccadoro, Internazionale, March 2015 

"Maurizio Baglini plays all these pages with a beautiful poetic outburst, attention to details
and interpretive insight […]”
Alberto Spano, Filarmonica Magazine, March 2015

"Many are the original ideas that emerge in virtue of a piano virtuosity that does not need
to prove anything and so is  entirely  aimed at  the clear  rendering of  the difficult  and
restless  author  writing,  accepting  inconveniences  and  roughness  as  fast  tracks  of
interpretation."
Angelo Foletto, SuonareNews, February 2015

"Baglini, who interprets the 'walk' with a masterful metamorphosis of shapes and colours,
thus introducing the specific expression of the various pictures, not only manages with
great ease between contradictions, but also recovers a superior architectural sense of
great clarity and rigor."
Nicoletta  Sguben, Amadeus,  February  2015 (Artistic  grade☆☆☆☆☆; Technical  grade
☆☆☆☆☆)

“[...] this double CD is absolutely essential.”
Andrea Bedetti, Audiophile Sound, February 2015 (Artistic opinion: excellent)

“Mussorgsky talks about himself, in this generous double CD that Maurizio Baglini makes
with passionate expertise.”
Elide Bergamaschi, Il Cittadino, February 2015

“Challenge worthy of the undoubted qualities of this fervid and brilliant pianist.”
Claudio Strinati, Il Venerdì di Repubblica, December 2014 

"One of the most significant events not only this year but also the next one [...] originality
and intelligence of the proposal [...] a reading at least impressive for the sound sculpting
and rhythmic direction [...] The recording turns out to be a veritable wonder treasure chest
[...] Baglini keeps the poetic and virtuosic tension high."
Fabrizio Carpine, CDClassico, December 2014 (grade ☆☆☆☆☆)

"The very agile and virtuosic hands of Maurizio Baglini […]"
Giovanni Gavazzeni, Il Giornale, December 2014 



“Careful piano reading [...] pieces of rare execution.”
Gaetano Santangelo, Amadeus, December 2014


